
Break a Rule
Break a written or unwritten rule. Admit 
to your team what you did, and consider if 
this rule is valuable to the 
team/organization

Thanks
Make a big deal out of thanking one of your 
team members today

Secret Gift
Buy a tiny gift for a person in your team 
and leave it at their desk (together with a 
note?) without them noticing

Lunch Date
Have lunch with someone in your company 
you don’t usually talk to

Go Look
Choose a word. Go out and actively look for 
examples of that word, and share your 
insights with the team

Think on words like passion, curiosity, danger, joy, fear, magic 

Decorate the Space
Add a decoration to the team space. 
Something that has no real function other 
than aesthetics

Yes And
Spend a whole meeting building on other 
people’s ideas. Use “Yes, and.” Don’t criticize, 
only improve

Work Elsewhere
Spend a whole day working from another 
location (another office, your home, a café, 
a friend‘s place, etc)
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Meditate
During working hours find a quiet spot 
and try meditating for 10 minutes

Spot Respect
Look for signs of respect in your team. Share 
it at the end of the week

Ask Help
Ask for help on a topic from someone and 
explain why you are asking that person

Offer Help
Offer help, not in general, but to someone 
specific. Explain why it might help them or 
you if they accept it

Compliment
Give a compliment to a different team 
member once a day

Share Something Personal
Tell a fact/secret/story nobody in the team 
knows about you

Labor Songs
Find a song that fits to today and play it at 
the starter tomorrow

Bring Food
Bring something edible (from your origin 
culture?) and share it with the team
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Brown Bag
Do a brown bag session with the whole team. 
Share lunch and watch a video or a 
presentation together

TED TAlks
watch a TED talk you haven’t seen before 
and share your insights with the team

Music
bring a speaker to the team space and try 
working a whole day to the sound of music. 
create a shared playlist everyone can 
contribute to

Boy (/Girl/Other) Scout Rule
leave your workplace better today than it 
was when you arrived in the morning

Shorten Backlog
remove something from the bottom of the 
backlog and throw it out

Backlog History
find the item that has spent the most time 
in your backlog. Share the item with your 
team and PO, and how long it has been in 
the backlog

New Card
create a new magical moment card on one 
of the blank cards and add it to the deck

Pairing
work closely with another teammate to 
finish a task today. share a desk and 
computer for the day
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Switch Places
Pick a colleague to switch work places with 
for a day, shortly share your experiences the 
day after

Kudos Card
Share written/drawn appreciation with 
someone

No Butts
Help people become aware every time they say 
“No, but“

Bring Flowers
Bring the cheapest flowers you can find 
into the office for laugh and enjoyment

Hell-o
Say hello and smile to everyone you run 
into

Meeting Master
Start every meeting by asking if the goal is 
clear and making sure it is stated

Share a Failure
Share something recent which went totally 
wrong and what did it teach you

Mystic MEme
Find/create a meme relevant to your team 
and secretly put it up in a shared space
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